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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The goal of this study was to quantify and demonstrate the dynamic effects of hydraulic retention time (HRT), organic carbon and various components of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) produced by microorganisms on the performance of submerged hollow-fiber microfiltration (MF) membrane in a hybrid powdered activated carbon (PAC)-MF membrane bioreactor (MBR). The reactors were operated continuously for 45 days to treat surface (river) water before and after pretreatment using a biofiltration unit. The real-time levels of organic carbon and the major components of EPS including five different carbo-hydrates (D(+) glucose and D(+) mannose, D(+) galactose, N-acetyl-D-galactosamine and D-galactose, oligosaccharides and L(-) fucose), proteins, and polysaccharides were quantified in the influent water, foulants, and in the bulk phases of different reactors. The presence of PAC extended the filtration cycle and enhanced the organic carbon adsorption and removal more than two fold. Biological filtration improved the filtrate quality and decreased membrane fouling. However, HRT influenced the length of the filtration cycle and had less effect on organic carbon and EPS component removal and/or biodegradation. The abundance of carbohydrates in the foulants on MF surfaces was more than 40 times higher than in the bulk phase, which demonstrates that the accumulation of carbohydrates on membrane surfaces contributed to the increase in transmembrane pressure significantly and PAC was not a potential adsorbent of carbohydrates. The abundance of N-acetyl-D-galactosamine and D-galactose was the highest in the foulants on membranes receiving biofilter-treated river water. Most of the biological foulung compounds were produced inside the reactors due to biodegradation. PAC inside the reactor enhanced the biodegra-dation of polysaccharides up to 97% and that of proteins by more than 95%. This real-time extensive and novel study demonstrates that the PAC-MF hybrid MBR is a sustainable technology for treating river water.
1. Introduction

In the past decades, microfiltration (MF) has emerged as one of the most reliable, cost-effective and sustainable unit processes for surface water treatment separating macromolecules, bacteria and discrete particles (Lebeau et al., 1998; Khan et al., 2001, 2011; Fabris et al., 2007). In this process, biofouling has been identified as the key factor affecting long-term MF membrane separation processes and worsening overall plant performance. The biofouling process initiated by bacterial attachment to the surface of a membrane gradually reduces its flux and may lead to structural failure of the membrane (Khan et al., 2010). Bacteria imbedded in extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) form a highly hydrated gel layer on the MF membrane surface that affects its performance in several ways (Jarusutthirak and Amy, 2006; Fonseca et al., 2007).

EPS are large molecular weight compounds excreted by bacteria, such as polysaccharides, proteins, lipids and DNA (Barker and Stuckey, 1999; Wingender et al., 1999; Barker et al., 2000; Ye et al., 2005). These substances affect the development of biofouling deposits on membranes and alter physicochemical characteristics of the membrane such as electrical charge, hydrophobicity, and chemical properties (Nagaoka et al., 2000; Gómez-Suárez et al., 2002; Mikkelsen and Keiding, 2002; Khan et al., 2010, 2011). Moreover, polysaccharide and metal–ion specific interactions have a major effect on the mechanical stability of biofoulants (Turakhia and Characklis, 1989). The components of EPS also create scaffolds with physical characteristics and interconnected pore structures that promote membrane flux decline and further cell attachment, proliferation and differentiation (Chen and Ma, 2004; Wotton, 2004; Park et al., 2005). Although the initial adhesion mechanism is still not entirely clear, it is known that over time the bonding strength of the EPS to the membrane increases, mostly because of the flexibility of the gel layer and the cross-linking of the EPS on the membrane surface (Tansel et al., 2006). In general, when the EPS concentration increases, cell adhesion is enhanced by polymeric interactions (Tsuneda et al., 2003).

To counteract the effects of membrane fouling, maintenance by periodic chemical cleaning or membrane replacement needs to be carried out which will inevitably accrue higher costs of the MBR process (Ng et al., 2006). Therefore, operational adjustments that can reduce the effects of fouling will increase productivity of membrane processes. The process of adsorption using powdered activated carbon (PAC) can be hybridized with the MF membranes to remove organic compounds (Basar et al., 2004; Thiruvenkatachari et al., 2006), disinfection byproducts (Khan et al., 2009), 17 β-estradiol (an endocrine disrupting compound) (Lee et al., 2009), microorganisms like Norovirus (27–40 nm in diameter) (Oh et al., 2007), atrazine (Jia et al., 2009), and other substances. In our previous studies (Khan et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2005) on PAC-MF systems for surface water treatment, in which the PAC dose was varied from 0 to 50 g/L of the reactor, we observed that at 40 g of PAC/L of the reactor, the membrane fouling frequency was the lowest. Experimental results from wastewater treatment showed that PAC dosing resulted in lower concentrations of soluble EPS and colloidal total organic carbon (TOC) in the PAC–MBR sludge (Yang et al., 2010). Such a hybrid process improves membrane performance and extends the filtration periods, likely because the presence of PAC interferes with the process of fouling. Due to the presence of PAC, the total cost for membrane maintenance could be reduced by 25% in a PAC–MBR system treating municipal wastewater (Kim et al., 2006). To further improve this process, better and important understandings of the differences in biofouling between MF filtration with and without PAC are needed. One of the main factors affecting biofouling, the fate of EPS in hybrid MF MBRs, is not well understood and explored. Furthermore, biofiltration pretreatment of surface water also improves PAC-MF system performance (Kim et al., 2005; Khan et al., 2009), but its role in EPS removal from surface water has not been demonstrated yet.

It was further demonstrated that a decrease in hydraulic retention time (HRT) enhanced growth of biomass and accumulation of soluble microbial products (SMP), which accelerated membrane fouling rate (Huang et al., 2011). Other work showed that low HRT caused excessive growth of filamentous bacteria which resulted in high EPS concentration, high solid concentration and sludge viscosity (Meng et al., 2007). We hypothesized that PAC particles inside a MF membrane reactor would adsorb and enhance the biodegradation of EPS regardless of whether the EPS was from the influent river water or produced inside the reactor as well as reduce the membrane cleaning frequency. The presence of PAC would interfere with the biofouling process and increase the filtration period at higher HRT; however, this presence and pretreatment of river water would not affect the number of filtration cycles for the membrane modules operated at reduced HRT. In this study, we monitored the concentrations of the major EPS components: carbohydrates, proteins and polysaccharides, and their effects on MF membrane fouling in the presence and absence of PAC and biofiltration pretreatment of surface water at two different HRT.

Bench-scale experiments on a PAC-MF MBRs were carried out using settled surface water (Tama River, Tokyo, Japan) either before or after treatment by a biofilter system, depending on the experimental protocol. More than 80% of the total flow of this river consists of the treated effluent from wastewater treatment plants located upstream. As a result, dissolved organic matter (DOM) and other biodegradable contaminants in the river water exist at much higher concentrations than in typical surface waters. Implementing the PAC-MF MBR process may improve the quality of the treated water considerably. The objectives of this study were to: (1) quantify the effect of HRT in the presence and absence of PAC and biofiltration pretreatment of surface water on MF membrane performance, and (2) quantify the kinetics of real-time adsorption and/or biodegradation of EPS components and their effects on MF membrane fouling at varied operational conditions in the PAC-MF MBR.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Site location

The Tokyo Metropolitan Authority has a water treatment plant to treat water from the Tama River, which is located in
the southwest region of Tokyo, around 15 km from the main city. The treated water is supplied only for industrial use. The bench-scale experiments on the submerged PAC-MF MBRs were performed in this treatment plant. River water was pumped from the intake point to a series of primary and secondary sedimentation ponds. A stream of water taken from the secondary ponds was split into four streams; three of these streams were used directly as feed into three reactors, while the fourth stream was directed after pretreatment by a biofilter into two reactors. The reactor set-up used in this study is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

2.2. Experimental design and operational conditions of the reactors

Five bench-scale reactors (Table 1) were operated continuously for 45 days. Each reactor consisted of a hollow-fiber MF membrane module operated in suction mode to maintain constant flux. The biofilter consisted of a column packed with polypropylene pellets with a length of 5 mm, an inner diameter of 3 mm and an outer diameter of 4 mm. The filtration velocity and retention time of this biofilter were 320 m/d and ~10 min, respectively. Discharges from the biofilter and raw water were stored separately in two 100-L reservoirs and stirred continuously prior to being fed into the reactors. The polyethylene hydrophilic membrane used in this study was made by Mitsubishi Rayon Co. Ltd., Japan. The membrane properties, and reactor configurations are described elsewhere (Khan et al., 2009, 2011). Briefly, the nominal pore size was 0.1 μm, and the outer and inner diameters were 0.41 mm and 0.27 mm, respectively. The reactors were made of 5-mm-thick polyvinyl chloride plates, and each had an effective volume of 5 L. The membrane modules were cleaned with Milli-Q water when received and soaked in fresh Milli-Q water prior to use. The experiment was carried out under ambient conditions (17–28 °C).

Reactors R1–R3 received settled river water, while reactors R4 and R5 received the biofilter system effluent. PAC (coconut shell origin, JW/WA K 113-1985, Shirosagi-C, Takeda Chemical Co., Japan) was used as received and the dose was 40 g of PAC/L of the reactor was added into reactors R2–R5 at the beginning of operation. Reactor R1 was operated without PAC as a control. No modifications were made to the method of operation, and no additional PAC was added.

While maintaining the same filtration flux, the number of membrane fibers in the reactors operated at lower HRT (1.2 h) was twice higher (640 fibers) than that of those operated at higher HRT. It is not possible to calculate the effective membrane surface areas during each suction and backwashing cycle; therefore, it was assumed that the entire membrane surface area was effectively used in the process. Aeration (see Fig. 1) was maintained underneath the fiber module to disturb cake formation on the membrane surface and to prevent rapid flux decline of the submerged membrane modules. The airflow rate underneath the module that contained a higher number (640 fibers) of membrane fibers (R3 and R5) was twice than that of the other modules with lower numbers (320 fibers) of fibers (R1, R2 and R4) (see Table 1).

Level sensors were used to ensure a constant reactor volume, and suction through the membrane module maintained a constant flow rate. All systems were equipped with a backwash mechanism, providing 2 min of backwash after every 20 min of filtration. Fouled membranes were backwashed with the stored filtrate (Fig. 1). The backwash-water reservoirs were cleaned once a week and refilled with fresh filtrate, and the backwashing flux was twice as high as the

![Fig. 1 – Schematic diagram of a single PAC-MF unit. Here, PG is the pressure gauge (connected with computer), M1 the electric valve for retardation of water during backwash, M2 the electric valve for backwash, M3 the electric valve for water circulation, SP the suction pump (connected to controller) and BP the backwash pump (not connected to controller).]
filtration flux. Transmembrane pressure (TMP) and backwashing pressure (BWP) were automatically recorded using a data logger. Once TMP values reached to 50 kPa (0.5 bar), the fouled membrane modules were removed from the reactors and washed with the Milli-Q water using a soft brush to remove the foulants from the membrane surfaces. Pure water flux was measured after membrane cleaning.

2.3. Analytical techniques

2.3.1. Measurement of total organic carbon (TOC) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC)

To measure the TOC and DOC, the influents and effluents of each reactor were homogenized (Branson Sonifer 450, Yamato, Japan) for 10 min using specific protocols developed in our previous study (Khan et al., 2009). The homogenized samples were filtered through 0.45 μm pore size polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Millipore, USA) filters for DOC measurement. A total organic carbon analyzer (TOC-5000A, Shimadzu Co., Osaka, Japan) was used to measure TOC and DOC of the samples.

2.3.2. Extraction of EPS from reactor and membrane samples

EPS extracted from the bulk liquid and from the foulants on membrane surfaces were stained with lectins specific to particular carbohydrate moieties. The EPS extraction protocol used here is modified from Zhang et al. (1999). They extracted EPS in various ways from different activated sludge samples and proposed a method for extracting EPS based on the highest recovery of carbohydrates, proteins and DNA. We introduced a new method of EPS extraction from samples with low to very high concentration of inert particles, especially PAC. Several trials were done to obtain the maximum recovery of the target materials. To extract the EPS, the samples (foulants on the membrane surfaces, bulk samples in reactors and influents to the reactors) were passed through 0.45 μm pore size PVDF membrane (Millipore, USA) separately and then, 10 g of retained sediment on this membrane were placed in a centrifuge tube and suspended in 25 ml of 8.5% NaCl and washed with the Milli-Q water using a soft brush to remove the foulants from the membrane surfaces. Pure water flux was measured after membrane cleaning.

2.3.3. Target lectins

The lectins used in this study were: (1) α(+)-mannose (fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) fluorochrome); (2) α(+)-galactose (FITC fluorochrome); (3) N-acetyl-β-galactosamine and β-galactose (FITC fluorochrome); (4) α(−)-fucose (tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) fluorochrome); and (5) oligosaccharides (TRITC fluorochrome) (Sigma–Aldrich Co., USA). Each lectin corresponds to a specific carbohydrate. The lectins used in this study were selected/considered after detailed investigations (data not shown) based on the abundance and availability of the corresponding carbohydrates in the surface water sources and wastewater systems. The lectin powders were diluted to 0.2% with 1 N polyphosphate buffer (PBS) solution (8 g/L NaCl, 1.1 g/L Na2HPO4 – anhydrous, 0.2 g/L KCl, and 0.2 g/L KH2PO4). The dilute lectins were stored at −20 °C and covered with aluminum foil to protect them from light exposure.

2.3.4. Labeling of different lectins with extracted EPS samples

5-μl of the extracted EPS sample was placed drop-wise on a glass slide and oven-dried at 90–95 °C for 5 min. A labeled lectin solution (10 μl) was then placed on top of the dried droplet at room temperature. The labeled lectin was allowed to react with the corresponding carbohydrate for 10 min in the dark, after which the slide was washed very gently with Milli-Q water and then shaken until air-dried. One drop of SLOW FADE (Molecular Probe, USA) was placed on top of the dried

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reactor</th>
<th>PAC (g/L of the reactor)</th>
<th>Influent</th>
<th>Duration of filtration and backwashing time (min)</th>
<th>Aeration (L/m²/min)</th>
<th>HRT (h)</th>
<th>Operational objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>River water</td>
<td>20 and 2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Control (no PAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>River water</td>
<td>20 and 2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Standard operation with PAC and river water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>River water</td>
<td>20 and 2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Effect of HRT on standard operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Biofiltered water</td>
<td>20 and 2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Effect of pretreatment of river water on standard operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Biofiltered water</td>
<td>20 and 2</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Effect of HRT and pretreatment of river water on standard operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Operating conditions of various reactors during 45 days of filtration experiment. The membrane filtration flux was 20.8 L/m²/h for all reactors.
results. Therefore, the reduction of HRT affected the membrane performance. The addition of PAC reduced the membrane resistance to filtration, which was reduced further in the presence of a biofilter as a pretreatment (Khan et al., 2011). However, in present experiment, a thick cake layer was not formed on the outer surface of any of the fouled membranes. During physical cleaning, very thin (0.4–0.9 mm thick) foulant layers were formed on the membrane surfaces where aeration could reach and thicker cake (~3.5–5 mm thick) was observed to have accumulated primarily between membrane fibers at the ends of the fibers, where aeration could not reach. Due to the turbulence produced by aeration, the attached foulants to the membrane surfaces were scoured continuously back into the bulk solution of the reactors and the mass transport through the membrane surfaces were also enhanced (Chu and Li, 2005; Sun et al., 2008). It is likely, then, that aeration significantly contributed to the removal of cake fouling in this system.

The influents to reactors R3 and R5 were different; however, the HRT, filtration-backwashing cycle and PAC loading conditions were similar in both reactors (Table 1). Therefore, the reduction of HRT affected the membrane fouling rate even though the aeration rate was doubled in these two reactors compared to other reactors (R1, R2 and R4). We did not operate a control reactor (raw water and no PAC) at lower HRT in this study; therefore, it is not possible to compare the effect of aeration on membrane fouling at higher and lower HRT. However, in previous reports (Ueda et al., 1997; Khan et al., 2009), it was observed that aeration significantly reduced the fouling frequency of the membrane modules when they were operated at similar HRT.

2.3.5. Protein and polysaccharides measurements

The extracted EPS from different samples (foulants on the membrane surfaces, bulk samples in reactors and influents to the reactors) were used in the protein and polysaccharide assays. The total protein was further extracted from EPS samples using the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) protein assay reagent kit (Pierce, BCA protein assay reagent kit, 23225). Protein standards were prepared in the range of 0–50 mg/L with bovine serum albumin (BSA) from 2 mg/ml of albumin supplied with this kit. The enhanced protocol (Pierce, instructions) was followed. The absorbance of the cooled samples at 562 nm was compared to the standard curve. The polysaccharide in the extracted EPS was measured using the phenol–sulfuric acid method. The absorbance of cooled samples at 490 nm was compared to the standard curve. The spectrophotometer U-2010 (Hitachi Co., Japan) was used to measure the absorbance of the samples.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. TMP of membrane modules and effects of HRT on membrane fouling

The transmembrane pressure (TMP) of membrane modules inside all reactors increased with time (Fig. 2). In the case of reactors operated at higher HRT (2.4 h), the system treating raw water without PAC (reactor R1) accumulated TMP more rapidly than the other two systems (reactors R2 and R4). The number of cleaning cycles associated with membrane fouling during the filtration period (45 days) was the highest (4 cleaning cycles) in reactor R1; however, that was lowered to thrice in the presence of PAC in reactor R2, which was further reduced to twice in the presence of PAC and biofilter-treated raw water in reactor R4. However, the other reactors (reactors R3 and R5) operated at lower (1.2 h) HRT and in the presence of PAC had rapid TMP increase and required more cleaning cycles (total of 4).

Interestingly, reactors R3 and R5 were operated in the presence of PAC and the influents to the reactors were different (settled river water without and with biofilter-treated water, respectively). The decrease of HRT increased the frequency of membrane cleaning in both reactors.

Prior work with PAC and microfiltration (Khan et al., 2011) showed that cake and gel layer formation are the primary mechanisms of membrane fouling: the adsorbed and attached materials on the PAC were responsible for the loss in the number of cleaning cycles associated with membrane fouling.
Based on our previous study (Khan et al., 2009) and microscopic observation, we noticed that during filtration, suspended particles (including PAC in reactors R2 through R5) inside the reactors accumulated on the membrane surfaces and then were dispersed inside the reactors during backwashing; i.e., no irreversible fouling effect. However, in this study, we noticed significant irreversible fouling effects on the membranes operated at lower HRT (reactors R3 and R5). After physical cleaning of the membrane modules inside reactors, the TMP started from higher values in the filtration cycle than that in the previous cycle of operation especially R3 and R5. This observation suggests that HRT is one of the most important parameters during system (PAC-MF MBR) design.

This irreversible fouling effect also correlates with the backwashing pressure (BWP) record of the membrane modules (Fig. 3). The reactors were operated at a constant flux (20.8 L/m²/h). During suction, the foulants were attached on the surface of the membrane and backwashing removed some of the foulants from the membrane pores and their surrounding areas. However, the amounts of the foulants removed during backwashing were less than the accumulation during suction; therefore, TMP increased (Fig. 2) during each filtration cycle and finally cleaning of membranes was required. The BWP of membrane modules in reactors R3 and R5 operated at lower HRT was the highest (>40 kPa) compared to others at the end of each filtration cycle. In this study, the backwashing flux in all reactors was kept similar to the backwashing pressure (BWP) record of the membrane system (PAC-MF MBR) design.

Interestingly, in our previous study (Khan et al., 2011), we doubled the backwashing flux of the modules and irreversible fouling effects were negligible.

3.2. The effect of HRT on organic carbon removal

The average TOC concentrations were similar to those in the influents of raw and biofiltered water (2.35 ± 0.25 mg/L and 2.10 ± 0.38 mg/L, respectively). During this study the biofiltration unit (used for the pretreatment of raw water) removed only ~10% of the organic carbon. In our previous study (Khan et al., 2011) we demonstrated that the biofiltration unit removed a significant amount (~80%) of biomass and inert solids from the raw water and the organic carbon was adsorbed by the biomass in the biofilter and finally biodegraded. Furthermore, the organic matter sloughed from the biofiltration unit could potentially increase the organic carbon concentration in its effluent.

The removal efficiency of TOC in reactor R1 (system operated at higher HRT and treated raw water without PAC) was the lowest (~30%) (Fig. 4). However, other reactors operated at either higher or lower HRT that received different influents (R2 and R3 received raw water and R4 and R5 received biofiltered water) with the addition of PAC showed >66% TOC removal. No significant difference in TOC removal between these reactors (R2–R5) was observed. It appears that TOC removal efficiency is related to the presence of PAC and this efficiency was not affected by the HRT and type of source water (influents to the reactors). According to the TOC mass balance, the total amounts of organic carbon that entered into the reactors receiving raw water (reactors R1–R3) and biofiltered water (reactors R4 and R5) were 2.64 g and 2.36 g, respectively, during the filtration period.

The reactors operated with PAC could remove or retain >66–71% of the TOC that entered in the system; however, <30% of the TOC was removed by the reactor without PAC (R1) (Fig. 4). The remaining TOC in R1 was either degraded inside the reactor (probably biodegraded by the suspended biomass and/or attached biofilm on the membrane surfaces) and/or

Fig. 3 – Backwashing pressure (BWP) record for the MF membrane modules in the reactors. One kPa = 0.01 bar. The Roman numerals at the top of the figure indicate the number of cleanings for each module. The membranes inside R1, R3 and R5 fouled 4 times; however, those inside R2 and R4 fouled thrice and twice, respectively. The HRT of reactors R1, R2 and R4 was kept at 2.4 h and that of reactors R3 and R5 was kept at 1.2 h.

Fig. 4 – Removal efficiency of total organic carbon (TOC) by the membrane reactors operated with and without PAC at different HRT. The HRT of reactors R1, R2 and R4 was kept at 2.4 h and that of reactors R3 and R5 was kept at 1.2 h.
remained as adsorbed phases and therefore could be accumulated over time. However, the remaining >66% of TOC inside the reactors operated with PAC (R2–R5) was mostly adsorbed on the PAC and then remained in as the attached phase or was degraded by the microorganisms on the PAC or in the bulk phase (Vigneswaran et al., 2006). The DOC levels inside all reactors containing PAC were similar and did not vary much during the filtration period (see Supplementary Fig. 1). However, in the reactor without PAC (R1), the DOC level increased with time of filtration and this level was higher (~thrice) than that in other reactors. We observed significant differences in DOC level between the reactors operated with and without PAC. This clearly indicates that PAC not only adsorbed but also maintained the level of TOC inside the system; however, the PAC has finite adsorption capacity (Khan et al., 2009).

3.3. Influence of carbohydrates on membrane performance

Lectins are proteins/glycoproteins with at least one non-catalytic domain binding reversibly to specific monosaccharides or oligosaccharides without having any enzymatic activity toward their carbohydrate ligands (Goldstein et al., 1980; Kocourek and Horejš, 1981). By binding to carbohydrate moieties on the cell surface, lectins participate in a range of cellular processes without changing the properties of the carbohydrates involved (Lam and Ng, 2011; da Nóbrega et al., 2012). The lectins used in this study are from plant proteins. Fig. 5 shows the representative abundance of different fluorescent lectins binding with the sample from reactor R1. The abundance of N-acetyl-D-galactosamine and D-galactose was the highest and that of D(-) glucose was the lowest. In general, the abundance of other fluorescent lectins is also the highest in the reactor operated without PAC (R1, data not shown) and this may indicate that the presence of PAC changes the carbohydrate composition due to different biochemical reactions/interaction in the presence of microorganisms (Jang et al., 2007).

Fig. 5 – Abundance of (A) D(+)-glucose and D(-)mannose; (B) D(+)-galactose; (C) N-acetyl-D-galactosamine and D-galactose; (D) L(-)fucose; and (E) Oligosaccharides in the bulk phase of R1 (raw without PAC) on Day-10, the first fouling day of MF membrane module in reactor R1.

Similar images were obtained for the other lectins and their corresponding mean values of light intensity were calculated. Because each fluorescent lectin has different light scattering and absorption properties, it was not possible to compare intensities among lectins in a manner that quantifies the carbohydrate content. Comparisons were performed only among samples labeled with the same lectin. Fig. 6 illustrates the average light intensity of fluorescent N-acetyl-D-galactosamine and D-galactose in the foultants on the all membranes surfaces at the end of each fouling cycle and activated sludge (positive control sample). The level of this lectin increased with time inside reactor R5; however, this level did not increase in reactor R4. Both were operated with biofiltered water in the presence of PAC, but the HRT was different. Therefore, the shorter HRT (reactor R5) enhanced the accumulation of carbohydrates detected by this specific lectin and potentially contributed to more fouling of the membrane module. In membrane foulant samples at the end of each fouling cycle for other four lectins, the highest light intensities were also observed in reactor R1 (raw water without PAC) (Supplementary Table 1).

Except for L(-)fucose, the fluorescent intensities among the four lectins in the membrane foulants of reactor R1 were equal to or greater than those of the activated sludge (positive control) sample. This observation corroborates with the TOC adsorption data. The abundance of D(+)-glucose and D(+)-mannose was higher in the reactors that received biofiltered water (R4 and R5). In the reactors (R2 and R4) operated at higher HRT and with PAC, the levels of lectins (fluorescent intensities) were lower, but still higher than those in the reactors that were operated at lower HRT (R3 and R5) even in the presence of PAC.

The average mean values of fluorescent light intensities of lectins that detect all carbohydrates in both raw and biofiltered water were less than 1.0; however, those in the foulants on membranes were 40–60 times higher than the samples in bulk phase (Supplementary Table 2) of the reactors, which supports the idea that the accumulation of carbohydrates on membrane surfaces contributed to flux.
galactosamine and D-galactose in activated sludge sample (35.13 ± 3.65) as positive control.

Lee et al. (2001) reported that D-galactosamine and D-galactose in the foulants on the systems. Doume`che et al. (2007) observed that fluorescent hydrates not only accumulated, but also were produced inside the bioreactor, carbohydrates in the bulk phase and in the foulants of membranes indicate that the fluorescent light intensity levels of these lectins in the bulk phases increased with time. However, the differences of the fluorescent light intensity levels of these lectins in the bulk phase and in the foulants of membranes indicate that the long chain carbohydrates act as bonding agents among the particles and other foreign dissolved and suspended matters, which causes stronger bridges among the available membrane surfaces and also the particles, resulting in increased TMP (Flemming, 1993). The amount of PAC in the bulk phase was much higher than that in the foulants on the membrane (Khan et al., 2011) and 40–60 times higher fluorescent light intensities of lectins in the foulants on membrane surfaces than that in bulk phase indicates that PAC is not a good adsorbent for carbohydrate. Once the PAC and other particles were attached to the membrane surface forming foulant layers, higher level of carbohydrate was observed because of their bonding properties to other particles.

### 3.4 Effects of polysaccharides and proteins on membrane performance

The biofilter pretreated surface water contained more polysaccharides and proteins than the raw water (Fig. 7), which indicates that the captured suspended solids inside the biofilter were biodegraded due to the microbial activities inside the media and more polysaccharides and proteins were produced. The average concentration of polysaccharides in the foulants on the membrane surfaces in reactor R1 was 4 times higher than that in the bulk phase. Furthermore, the polysaccharide concentration in the raw water was less than 2.0 mg/L.

During the filtration period, ~410 mg/L of polysaccharides entered into the reactor R1 and ~7% of those polysaccharides were present inside this reactor and in the foulants of membrane surfaces on the last membrane cleaning day. This indicates that ~93% of the polysaccharides were biodegraded. However, the presence of PAC in other reactors (R2–R5) enhanced this degradation further by up to 97%. This degradation of polysaccharides was not affected by the HRT. Polysaccharide is responsible for the evolution of irreversible fouling (Kimura et al., 2004). The reactors operated at lower HRT (reactors R3 and R5) suffered from the irreversible fouling effects, which indicate that polysaccharide did not cause any significant effects on the irreversible fouling in this submerged PAC-MF MBR once a major portion of them were biodegraded.

In our previous study (Khan et al., 2011), we observed that the bacterial concentration was 2–4 times higher in the reactors with PAC than those without PAC and most of bacteria were attached to PAC and other particles. Similarly, in this study the higher number of bacteria attached to PAC and other particles inside the reactors R2–R5 was probably responsible for higher biodegradation rate of polysaccharides.
in these reactors than that inside the reactor R1. Both reactors R4 and R5 received biofiltered water and operated with PAC; however, polysaccharide concentration in the foulants on the membrane surfaces inside reactor R5, which was operated at lower HRT, was almost twice more than that inside reactor R4, which was operated at higher HRT. Therefore, HRT played a significant role in the accumulation of polysaccharide in the foulants. A similar trend was observed in the case of R2 and R3.

Proteins in the bulk fluid of the reactors accumulated relatively steadily, starting at a low initial value. During the 45 days operational period, ~730 mg/L of protein from raw water and ~952 mg/L of protein from biofiltered water entered into the respective reactors. Biofiltered water had more protein than raw water, which indicates that biodegradation of different compounds and SS took place inside this biofilter and more protein was produced by this system.

The influents to the reactors carried low concentration of protein, but inside the reactors and in the foulants of all membrane modules, the amount of total protein was 5–10 times higher. This suggests that microbial degradation and consecutive accumulation of proteins from the source waters resulted in substantial loading of protein to the membrane reactors. The amounts of protein degraded and/or utilized by the microorganisms inside reactors R1–R3 were 89%, 93% and 91%, respectively and those inside reactors R4 and R5 were 95% and 94.5%, respectively. Reactors R1–R3 received raw water and with the exception of R1, the other two reactors contained PAC. The PAC adsorbs higher numbers of bacteria (Khan et al., 2011); therefore, enhanced biodegradation is likely to have taken place in reactors R2 and R3. Moreover, reactor R3 was operated at lower HRT and had slightly lower protein degradation. Even though biofiltered water had higher concentration of protein, reactors R4 and R5 showed more protein degradation than other reactors that were fed raw water. The HRT of reactors R4 and R5 was different, but they both degraded protein at the same level. Based on the above discussion, it is clear that the effect of protein level on membrane fouling rate was more prominent at the same level. Based on the above discussion, it is clear that the effect of protein level on membrane fouling rate was more prominent in the PAC-MF hybrid MBR; however, the presence of PAC enhanced the biodegradation of both proteins and polysaccharides. In both cases, HRT did not play a major role in their biodegradation.

Furthermore, a higher proteins/polysaccharides (PN/PS) ratio indicates a higher level of hydrophobicity of EPS (Lee et al., 2003; Sponza, 2003; Sun et al., 2008). The PN/PS ratio of the raw and biofiltered water was 1.8 and 1.9, respectively; however, this ratio increased from 2 to 5 fold for the samples inside the reactors and for the membrane foulants. The affinity between proteins and foulants should generally be greater than that between polysaccharides and flocs in relation to their hydrophobicity and surface charge (Renard et al., 2002). Therefore, a greater amount of protein was found inside the reactors and foulants.

4. Conclusions

PAC-MF MBR hybrid systems are becoming one of the most sustainable technologies for drinking water treatment because of the increased stringency of water quality standards, increasingly restricted water sources and supplies, and their more competitive cost.

A robust and new method of EPS extraction from the membrane biofoulant samples was developed. The effect of HRT in the presence and absence of PAC and biofilter pretreatment of surface water on the MF membrane performance, and kinetics of adsorption and biodegradation of EPS components and their effects on MF membrane fouling at different operational conditions of PAC-MF MBR were quantified in this study. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The presence of PAC inside the MF MBR system improved filtration performance and lowered the impact of organic carbon, carbohydrates, polysaccharides and proteins on membrane fouling.

2. The decrease of HRT increased the frequency of membrane cleaning and irreversible fouling effects on the membranes even though the aeration rate was doubled. Aeration significantly contributed to the removal of cake fouling in this system.

3. Biofiltration lessens fouling considerably, more than the addition of PAC alone. The organic matter sloughed from the biofiltration unit potentially increased the organic carbon concentration in its effluent. TOC removal efficiency is dependent on the presence of PAC and this efficiency was not affected by the HRT and type of source water. Moreover, the decrease of HRT enhanced the accumulation of carbohydrates and potentially contributed to more fouling of the membrane module. PAC is not a potential adsorbent for carbohydrate. Once the PAC and other particles were attached on the membrane surface forming foulant layers, higher level of carbohydrate was observed because of their bonding properties to other particles.

4. Major portions of the polysaccharides were biodegraded inside the MBR. Protein effects on membrane fouling rate were more prominent than polysaccharides; however, the presence of PAC enhanced the biodegradation of both proteins and polysaccharides. In both cases, HRT did not play a major role in their biodegradation. Polysaccharide did not cause any significant effects on the irreversible fouling in this submerged PAC-MF MBR once a major portion of them were biodegraded. The biodegradation of EPS components was not equal inside the reactors, which could be due to the presence of different types of microorganisms responsible for biodegradation of the target components. The HRT is one of the most important parameters during system (PAC-MF MBR) design.

The MF systems with PAC could be operated longer than the study period, and the frequency of PAC replacement in the system would depend on the concentrations of the target materials in the PAC-MF MBR effluent and PAC particle sizes.
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